


also file the serial numbers in a secure place away from the unit.

circumstances, AgraTronix provides field improvements, often without 

equipment be abused or modified to change specifications, the warranty 
will become void and field improvements may be denied.

All information, illustrations and specifications in this manual are based 



All information, illustrations and specifications in this manual are based 



sample being tested and average the results. Empty and refill the tester 

The tester is most accurate when grain and tester are between 60˚F 
(16˚C) and 90˚F (32˚C). The unit will, however, operate at temperatures 
between 33˚F (1˚C) and 120˚F (49˚C). For best results, grain 
temperature should not be below 40˚F (4˚C) or above 110˚F (43˚C). If the 
grain temperature is 20˚F (11˚C) more or less than the temperature of 

Definition





If the temperature of the grain sample is 20˚F (11˚C) 

arrows (E), fill the test cell (B) even to the top of the cell with sample 

5. After 30 seconds, empty test cell and immediately refill with 

flush with the top of cap (A). (Use “finger-flush” test as illustrated)



arrows (E), fill the test cell (B) even to the top of the cell with sample 

and allow tester to warm up for 30 seconds before attempting first test.

flush with the top of cap (A). (Use Finger-flush test as illustrated.)

tested. Empty the test cell and refill with a fresh sample and test again.







you must first take a valid test before you can adjust the offset for 



not reflect actual test data.



not reflect actual test data.) Calibration changes required for grain 









be displayed in both F˚ and C˚. 



may be more than 20˚F (11˚C) different. Follow 



2. The tester will flash a BATTERY 



of merchantability, fitness for purpose and any other type, whether 

parts and when filing warranty claims.

(To be filled in by purchaser)



sealing flap permit operation with 


